Cheesy Pea and Corn Arepas + Holy
Moly (Pea!) Guacamole + Citrus Margkid-ritas
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cheesy corn and pea arepas

grate+measure+mix
Start by grating ½-1 C Monterey Jack cheese. Set to the side. Measure and then mix together 1½ C
arepa flour (see ingredient note on shopping list), 2 T frozen corn kernels (thawed), 2 T frozen
peas (thawed), 1 T salt, and 1 T olive oil.

pour+stir+rest
Pour in 1¼ C warm water and stir with a spoon until the dough comes together. Add about half of the
grated cheese to the dough and stir again. Cover and let the dough rest for 5 minutes.

knead+adjust
Remove the dough from the bowl and knead for about 5 minutes, moistening hands and the board you are
kneading on with water as you work. (Kneading in this additional moisture is an important step in making a
tender arepa.) The dough should be smooth and not crack around the edges; it should be moist but not
sticky. Add an additional 1 T water, if too dry.

form+cook
Form the dough into disks about 3 inches around and about ½ inch thick. Add some olive oil to a skillet
on your stove top and heat over medium heat. Add the arepas to the skillet and cook on each side, flipping
halfway, just until a golden crust forms.

cool+slice
Remove the arepas from the pan and let cool a bit. Then slice the arepa down the middle, creating a slit to
make a pocket. Stuff your arepas with some shredded cheese and guacamole (see recipe below).
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holy moly(pea!)guacamole

slice+twist+remove
Slice 1 avocado lengthwise around the pit. Twist to open the avocado. Have an adult carefully remove the
pit from the avocado with a knife, leaving two halves.

peel+chop
Slice each half again to make a few long slices and then peel the avocado skin off and discard, leaving just
the fruit. Chop the fruit into small chunks and add to a bowl.

add+mash
Add ½ C frozen baby peas (thawed) and the juice of 1 lime. Using a fork or a potato masher, mash
everything together until guacamole has reached your desired consistency. Add salt and pepper to taste
and mix, taste, and adjust seasoning as needed. Enjoy stuffed inside of your arepas!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
whole fruit marg-KID-ritas

peel+add
Peel 1 orange, 1 lime, and 1 lemon and add the fruit to your blender or a pitcher for use with an
immersion blender. Add 1 C water and ¼ C sugar/honey.

blend+top+pour
Blend your fruit, water, and sweetener until frothy and then top with 4-6 C of ice and a BIG pinch of salt.
Blend some more until you get the texture you desire. Pour and enjoy!

:: continued ::
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shopping list
Cheesy Corny Pea Arepas
1 ½ C arepa flour*
1 T salt

Mashed Sweet Pea Holy Moly
Guacamole
1 avocado
½ C frozen baby peas, thawed
1 lime

2 T frozen corn kernels, thawed
2 T frozen peas, thawed
1 T olive oil, plus extra for
cooking
½ - 1 C Monterey Jack cheese
*arepa flour is precooked, finely milled

salt, to taste
pepper, to taste

Citrus Marg-KID-ritas

corn flour and should not be confused
with masa marina. Arepa flour is sold
as masarepa, harina precocida, or
masa al instante. It can be found
inmost grocery stores and Latin
American groceries.

1 orange, peeled
1 lime, peeled
1 lemon, peeled
¼ C sugar/honey
4-6 C ice
big pinch of salt
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fun food facts:
The History of Arepas
An arepa is a traditional South American dish, prepared and used much like bread. Unlike breads,
however, arepas are made with corn instead of wheat. They play a major role in the cuisine of many
nations, including Colombia and Venezuela, and are readily available all over South American in street side
stands and restaurants. Outside of South America, arepas can sometimes be found in communities with a
large South American population, or they can be made at home.
The origins of arepas appear to lie in Venezuela, although Colombia also considers it a national
food. Corn has been an important part of the diet of Americans for centuries, with Native Americans first
domesticating the over sized grass and learning how to use it. Arepas are made from a base of ground
corn, which is formed into patties. The arepas can be grilled, baked, or fried, depending on personal taste.
Other areas of South America quick picked up the recipe and arepas became, and continue to be,
extremely popular.
Plain arepas are very common, but so are an assortment of filled and topped arepas. In Colombia
especially, many cooks top their arepas with ingredients like butter or cheese. Arepas rellenas, filled arepas
with a variety of ingredients, are also very popular. Meats, vegetables, eggs, and cheeses may all be
included in arepas rellenas, which can be eaten at any time of the day. In some countries, night clubbers
typically feast on arepas after a long night of dancing.

The Surprise Ingredient of the Week is: Peas!
★ Peas are thought to have originated in Middle Asia and central plateau of Ethiopia.
★ Peas are members of the Fabaceae (or Leguminosae) family, which includes peanuts, chickpeas,
licorice, alfalfa, beans, carob, and soybeans.
★ The oldest pea ever found was 3,000 years old and was discovered on the border of Burma and
Thailand.
★ Peas are loaded with nutrients, including fiber, protein, vitamin C, niacin, folate, and beta carotene.
★ The world record for the most peas eaten in a single minute is 7,175, held by Janet Harris of
Sussex, England. And…it was with chopsticks!!
★ Most people eat peas by spearing or shoveling them, but in the UK, the proper way to eat peas is
to squash them with the back of a fork before eating.
★ Clarence Birdseye, known by many as the founder of the modern frozen food industry, was the
first individual to freeze peas.

Time for a laugh!
What do you call an angry pea? A Grump-pea!
What do polite vegetables always say? Peas to meet you!
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